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Take your best selling projects to the next level of DVD/Blu-ray creation with the new and improved TMPGEnc Player for Mac OS X. It allows you to preview your projects instantly, as well as to render your projects to H.264/AC3 HD Blu-ray/DVD/AVCHD/AVI/MAT/M2TS/MTS/M2V/MOV file formats. LearnMore... MPDPlug 3.2 supports quicktime and WTV files in the extract phase. Works as a standalone player, acts as media menu, and can be used to backup/sync/stream shows/movies to your smartphone, tablet, laptop, PC or as network media server. TMPGEnc for Windows 7 updates the db regularly, logs errors, and extracts missing files. Check your settings in TMPGEnc and/or your codecs. Install codecs if you can. Install MediaInfo and Codecs Manager applications. MediaInfo is a must. It supports many codecs and you can extract the info in one shot. Optimize your project, get the best possible performance out of
your systems and monitor the encoding progress. TMPGEnc Authoring Works 4 has an integrated encoding monitor with adjustable settings. This enables you to optimize your movies the best you can, based on what you can see with your eyes and your knowledge of your systems. In addition to statistics, you can see the color curves that were used for the HD 1080p videos. The color curves can be applied to any project. Add up to 8 subtitle streams (2 for AVCHD) and up to 4 audio streams. Effects can be applied automatically to all or individual streams. Multiple audio streams are not supported in AVCHD files and in TMPGEnc Authoring Works 4.0.9. tmpeff_xml output format for Avid effects.TMPGEnc_xml (Avid XML) contains in- and output connections that allows easy interconnection of various TMPGEnc Authoring Works and Avid Pro Tools. Avid TMPGEnc_xml is also very good for Avid search databases with

titles that don't have Avid XML.
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